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Abstract

A layer�wise tension sti�ening model is introduced to carry out the inelastic �nite

element �FE� analysis of moderately thick reinforced concrete �RC� structures� The basic

idea of the present model is a selective consideration of tension sti�ening e�ect in a

certain zone where the e�ect is assumed to be active� The CEB�FIP recommendation

is tentatively used to identify the e�ective tension sti�ening zone� The proposed model

is utilized in the framework of the microscopic RC material model with a nine�node

degenerated assumed strain shell element� Finally� a numerical example is carried out to

evaluate the performance of the present model in inelastic analysis of RC structures�

�� Introduction

The terms �tension sti�ening� and �strain softening� seem to make some confusion

without a sound understanding of its physical phenomenon� In general� the term �tension

sti�ening� is considered as the sti�ening e�ect of concrete material after crack formation

due to the interaction between the steel bar and the concrete� The strain softening e�ect

may be in general interpreted as the decreasing pattern of concrete strength in RC or

plain concrete�

It has been well recognized that both e�ects are very signi�cant to the RC structures

and has been essentially considered in the FE analysis� However� the precise application

of tension sti�ening e�ect to the FE model has not been well investigated although various



tension sti�ening models ��� have been suggested through relevant experiments�

In this context� a layer�wise tension sti�ening model is proposed for the inelastic FE

analysis of moderately thick RC structures� The proposed model considers the tension

sti�ening e�ect only in the zone where it is in active and the strain softening e�ect is

optionally considered in the zone with which the tension sti�ening e�ect is not directly

related� In order to implement this concept� an assumed strain degenerated shell element

��� based on Reissner�Mindlin �RM� assumption ��� is adopted with layered approach ����

An elasto�plastic and fracture model is used to represent a general material characteristic

of concrete in uncracked situation and the material models such as the shear transfer

model and tension sti�ening model with relevant cracking criteria are adopted to represent

the characteristics of cracked concrete� In addition to the concrete material model� the

reinforcing bar is represented as a smeared layer in the shell element and a full bond is

assumed in the steel�concrete interface�

A wall element of containment building is used to evaluate the performance of the

proposed model with di�erent types or levels of tension sti�ening e�ect� The numerical

results evaluated in this study is �nally provided as a benchmark for the inelastic analysis

of moderately thick RC wall structures focusing on the tension sti�ening e�ect�

�� Shell Finite Element Formulation

��� Geometry and Kinematics of Shell Finite Element

In three dimensional space �R��� the geometry of the shell element can be de�ned by

two vectors at each nodal point� One vector X���� ��� expresses the positions of the shell

mid�surface which could be denoted as ����� ��� � A� R
� � and the other vector �D� which

is called the unit normal vector� expresses any position with a magnitude of thickness

between the top surface and the bottom surface of the shell in the thickness direction

��� � h � R�� After FE discritization on the mid�surface of the continuum shell� the

initial con�guration of the shell element having a constant thickness �t can be written as

X���� ��� ��� � �X���� ��� 	 �� �D���� ��� �
�X

a��

Na���� ���
h
�Xa 	 ��t

a �Da
i

���

Since the nine�node Lagrangian shell element is adopted in this study� nine position

vectors �Xa which have three Cartesian components �Xa
i �i � �� �� and nine unit normal

vectors �Da are required to express the shell element� These unit normal vectors which

are normal to the mid�surface at the nodal points are evaluated as

�D��a� � �
a
�� � �Da � �na�j�naj ���



in which �na � � �X�� � �X�������a
�
�����a

�

The displacement �eld u used in the present shell element having �ve degrees of

freedom per node can be de�ned as

u���� ��� ��� �
�X

a��
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�
�ua 	 ��h

a �Va
�

a
�

���

where the transformation matrix is �Va � ��va� � �v
a
� �� the translation vector is u

a � �ua�� u
a
�� u

a
��
T

and the rotation vector is �a � ��a
�� �

a
��

Note that the above displacement expression is used for the original Ahmad shell ele�

ment ��� and in particular the nodal coordinate system is adopted to express the rotational

displacement at each node�

��� Strain de�nition

In this study� the standard strain�displacement matrix is substituted with assumed

strains to alleviate the element de�ciencies inherited in the degenerated RM shell element�

The sampling points used in the formulation of assumed natural strains are presented in

Figure ��

The interpolation functions used in formulating the assumed strains are based on La�

grangian interpolation polynomials as proposed by Huang and Hinton ���� Consequently�

the substitute assumed natural strains �� can be de�ned in the following form�
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in which � � ��j � �� 	 i denotes the position of the sampling point as shown in Figure

� and the shape functions Pi��� and Qi��� are
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The assumed strains �� derived from ��� are used in the present shell element instead

of the strains � which is consistently obtained from the displacement �eld of ���� Note

that the geometrically linear strain terms are only used in this study�
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Figure �� The sampling points for the assumed strains� left for ����� ����� centre for ����� ����
and right for ����

��� Constitutive Equation

The so�called elasto�plastic fracture model ��� is adopted for uncracked concrete in this

study� It uses an equivalent stress�strain relationship to determine the concrete stress level

due to the external load� With isotropic material assumption� the constitutive equation

for uncracked concrete can be written as follows

D
�

p �

�
����E�� �� 	 ���E�� �� ���E�� �� �

���E�� �� ���E�� �� 	 ���E�� �� �
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where the parameter �� � �E�

����
is the reduced Lam�e�s constant for the generalized plane

stress�strain relationship and � � G � ksE
�

������
is the shear modulus in which ks is the shear

correction factor which is taken as ��� and � is the Poisson ratio� The modulus E� can

be calculated by using the equivalent stress�strain relationship ����

E� �

�
Ecfc���e �Ko 	 ���e Ko� � loading condition

Ec � unloading condition
���

in which the fc is the compressive strength of concrete� ��e�� �� � ��p� is the equivalent

elastic strain and the fracture parameter Ko � ep is formulated by the experimental data�

The exponent is de�ned as p � e���	�
�max �� � e�����
�max� in which ��max is the maximum

experienced value of the equivalent strain during the analysis�



However� the concrete will have a material axis after crack formation and another

constitutive equation is therefore required to represent the characteristics of cracked con�

crete� Since cracked concrete does not have any rigidity in the direction normal to crack�

the constitutive equation for cracked concrete associated with the material axis can be

de�ned as
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where the in�plane rigidity matrix component are
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in which ft is the tensile strength of concrete� �cr is cracking tensile strain� G
���
st �

fst����
� 	 ��� in which fst � �
��f

�

�

c � � is the shear slip displacement and � is the crack

width� Transverse shear rigidity matrix component �Gcr is

�Gcr �
�

��G
���
st 	 ��G

����

where G
���
st � ����t in which �t is the tensile strain normal to crack plane� Note that the

term �D�

it will cooperate with the tension sti�ening model in cracked situation�

As cracking criteria� Niwa�s model and Aoyagi�Yamada�s model �
� �� are used in

tension�compression region and tension�tension stress region respectively� Although the

stress�based cracking criteria is adopted in this study� crack formation will be con�rmed

with the satisfaction of two conditions� stress level reaches the adopted cracking criteria

and principal strain meets the given limited strain values� Since the constitutive equation

is formulated in associated with the material axis� the transformation scheme between the

material axis and shell local coordinate system is used�

Besides� a reinforcing bar is represented as a smeared layer in the shell element� The

bi�linear stress�strain relationship ���� is used to represent the material characteristic of

steel reinforcement embedded in the concrete such as

s � sy 	 Esh��s � �sy� ����



where s is the average stress� �s is average strain� sy� �sy are the stress and strain values�

respectively� where the hardening starts� The hardening rate of the steel Esh is explained

in Reference �����

On the other hand� if the reinforcement yields at the crack plan� the average stress and

strain will drift away from the elastic region although other parts of the reinforcement

have still not yielded� At this point� average stress will be lower than yield strength�

Therefore� the yielding of reinforcement will be con�rmed when the overall tensile strength

of reinforcement is reduced or the stress level of reinforcement reaches yield strength

during the analysis�

�� Layer�wise Tension Sti�ening Model

As well known fact� the formation of primary crack is characterized by a drop of the

stress level in concrete to zero� However� the concrete between the cracks still carries

tensile stress because the bond slip exists between the intact concrete and steel� This

load�carrying capacity in cracked concrete is called tension sti�ening� However� there

may exist a zone emancipated from the tension sti�ening e�ect in a certain structure such

as moderately thick RC wall�like structure� It implies that uniform application of tension

sti�ening e�ect to the whole structure through the thickness direction may deliver sti�er

numerical solution� In this context� the tension sti�ening e�ect should be considered only

in the zone where the tension sti�ening e�ect really exists� Therefore� we introduced a

layer�wise tension sti�ening model which apply tension sti�ening e�ect only to the selected

layer in the thickness direction of the structures�

To achieve this model� the identi�cation of e�ective tension sti�ening zone is neces�

sarily required� In this study� we adopt the CEB�FIP recommendation ���� which uses

the concrete cover c and the diameter of the steel reinforcement �s as key parameters as

shown in Figure ��

Once the e�ective tension sti�ening zone is decided� we can prepare the FE model by

using the layer approach� At this stage� we also have to decide whether or not the strain

softening e�ect will be considered in the zone where the tension sti�ening is not e�ective�

Therefore� the present model can have three options in the FE analysis�

� full consideration of the tension sti�ening e�ect in the whole structure

� selective consideration of the tension sti�ening e�ect in active zone without strain

softening e�ect

� selective consideration of the tension sti�ening e�ect in active zone with strain

softening e�ect



Figure �� The evaluation of e�ective tension sti�ening zone

Now� the choice of the adequate tension sti�ening and strain softening models is

required� In this study� the tension sti�ening e�ect is considered in the exponential form

as follow �See Figure ��

 � ft
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�
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where� ft is the tensile strength of concrete� �cr is cracking tensile strain and � is the

current strain level�

However� the tension sti�ening model due to the bond may not be appropriate for

the zone �lled with plain concrete� so that the fracture mechanics approach is adopted to

model the concrete� More speci�cally� the fracture energy release rate Gf is adopted to

represent the material characteristic of the concrete�

Assuming that the stress  across an open crack is a function of the crack width w�

the fracture energy is de�ned as

Gf �

Z
�

�

�w�dw ����

where Gf represents the energy required to create the crack�

In the smeared crack approach� the so�called characteristic length �c ���� is used to

evaluate the softening parameter � such as

� �
Gf

ft�c
����



The strain softening e�ect curve is then assumed to be an exponential function �See

Figure ��

 � fte
�

�
��cr��� ����

where ft is the tensile strength of concrete� �cr is strain at cracking� � is the softening

parameter of ����� and � is the nominal tensile strain in the cracked zone�

 

 

 

 

Figure �� �left� Tension sti�ening model and �right� strain softening model

The shell element can now use an appropriate material model described in this section

in layer�wise manner�

�� Numerical Test

A wall element of containment building is used to evaluate the performance of the pro�

posed model� The wall element was originally tested by CTL�Construction Technology

Laboratories� as part of an EPRI�Electric Power Research Institute� program to pro�

vide a experiment�veri�ed numerical method for estimating capacities of concrete reactor

containment buildings under internal over�pressurization� A detailed description of the

experiment refers to the report ���� produced by CTL and a brief summary of the experi�

ment is therefore provided here� All eight specimens were used in the experiment� Among

them� the six specimens were produced with typical size and typical space of reinforce�

ment used in RC containment design� The wall specimen BA� out of those six typical

ones� which do not have diagonal reinforcement and is comparable to the reinforcement

ratio used in the wall of RC containment buildings� is eventually adopted for numerical

test�



The geometry and layout of steel reinforcement of the wall BA� is described in Figure

�� The wall has the size of ��in� � ��in� � ��in� �����mm � ����mm � ���mm� and a

mat of steel reinforcement is placed in each face of the wall� The reinforcement is placed

with the equal space of �� in� ���� mm� and has a minimum clear cover of � in� ���

mm�� The hoop and meridional reinforcement ratios are ��h� � A
�h�
s �Ag � ����� and

��m� � A
�m�
s �Ag � ����� respectively� where A

�h�
s is the total area of hoop reinforcement�

A�m�
s is the total area of meridional reinforcement and Ag is the gross cross�sectional area

of the wall�

Figure �� The wall element BA� tested in CTL

The biaxial load is applied to the wall with the ratio � � � in the hoop and meridional

direction� The material properties of concrete and steel reinforcement used in the wall

are given in Table ��

Table �� Material properties used in the wall �kg�cm��

Designation direction steel concrete

Es fy Ec fc ft �

BA� hoop ����
�
 ������ ��
�
��� ����� ���� ���

meridional ������� �
���� � � �

The e�ective tension sti�ening zone is calculated by using the CEB�FIB recommenda�



tion ���� and the ��� FE mesh is created with the value of e�ective tension sti�ening zone

te � ��cm� As mentioned in Section �� three options can be used in the present layer�wise

tension sti�ening model� However� it should be noted that the �rst and the second options

are numerically tested in this study although all three options are suggested in this paper�

As the �rst case of numerical test� we consider the tension sti�ening e�ect in whole

structures with the value of tension sti�ening parameter � � ��� which is recommended for

deformed bar in Reference ���� From the numerical result of this case� a great discrepancy

is detected between the present result and the experimental result provided by CTL�

More speci�cally� the tension sti�ening e�ect is greatly overestimated as shown in Figure

��top�� In particular� the cracking stress level obtained from the numerical test is almost

three times higher than the value obtained from the experiment� Therefore� the lower

value of tensile strength is experimentally adopted to produce the comparative results�

As the second case� two tensile strengths of concrete� ft � ����� ����kg�cm�� are tested

with the same tension sti�ening parameter � � ��� and the result are illustrated in

Figure ��down�� From numerical result� the solution obtained with the tensile strength

ft � ����kg�cm� is very close to the experimental solution� However� at this stage we also

�nd that the numerical solution with ft � ����kg�cm� has a good agreement with the

another experimental solution ���� obtained with a similar specimen to CTL�s� Therefore�

we reaches tentative conclusion that the experiment might have some error� We then

decided to provide the numerical reference solution and compare it with the stress level

of the bare bar used in the wall BA��

In order to produce the reference solution� the layer�wise tension sti�ening with the

parameters �� � ���� are now used as the third case of numerical test� As shown in

Figure �� the layer�wise tension sti�ening model produces much accurate stress�strain

curve especially after crack formation in concrete� In other words� Too high stress level

after concrete cracking and even after the yielding of the steel bar� which is one of the

major drawback due to the full consideration of tension sti�ening e�ect in whole thickness�

disappear with the use of the proposed layer�wise tension sti�ening model�

�� Concluding Remarks

A layer�wise tension sti�ening model is proposed for a moderately thick RC wall�like

structures� The model is implemented in a nine�node assumed strain degenerated shell

element with microscopic concrete material model� The proposed tension sti�ening model

is tested in the wall element of containment building and the numerical result is suggested

as new reference solution for inelastic FE analysis of RC structures focusing on tension

sti�ening e�ect� From this study� we found a possible error in the CTL�s experiment and

also an excellent performance of the proposed model� The proposed model can predict the

inelastic behaviour of the wall element very accurately in whole range of loading process



and show a great possibility to be used in various forms of RC structures�
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Figure �� The result with full consideration of tension sti�ening
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Figure �� The result with a proposed model
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